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What is ChatGPT?

ChatGPT is a conversational language model 
developed by OpenAI. It is also a large 
language model.

It uses deep learning techniques to generate 
human-like text responses to a
given prompt or question.

The model was trained on a large corpus of 
text data and is capable of generating 
answers in a variety of styles and formats, 
including paragraphs, lists, and single 
sentences.



“ChatGPT is scary good. We are not far from 
dangerously strong AI.” ~ Elon Musk



Why ChatGPT is good at 
journal paper writing

• ChatGPT is not specifically trained for journal paper 

writing, but it can still generate text that is relevant to a 

given prompt based on its training data.

• Its ability to understand and generate text, combined 

with its vast knowledge of various topics and its ability 

to use that knowledge to generate coherent responses, 

makes it capable of assisting with various writing tasks, 

including journal paper writing, to some extent.

• However, the quality of its output will depend on the 

specific prompt and the training data it was exposed to, 

and the final output still requires editing and revision by 

a human expert in the field.



What is the best art of writing a journal article with ChatGPT?

To write a journal article using ChatGPT, it is best to use the following process:

1. Clearly define the research question or problem you want to address in the paper.

2. Provide a clear and concise prompt to ChatGPT, outlining the key elements that should be included in the article, such as the 

research question, methodology, results, and conclusions.

3. Review and edit the output generated by ChatGPT to ensure that it is coherent, accurate, and relevant to your research question.

4. Refine the language and structure of the generated text, and ensure that it is written in an appropriate academic tone.

5. Check the output for plagiarism and ensure that all sources are properly cited in accordance with the guidelines of the journal you 

are submitting to.

6. Finally, proofread the article thoroughly to ensure that it is free of errors and is ready for submission.

It is important to remember that while ChatGPT can assist with the writing process, it is not a replacement for human expertise 

and critical thinking. The final output still requires careful review and revision by an expert in the field to ensure its quality and 

accuracy.



Why ChatGPT is popular among academia

1. Speed and Efficiency: ChatGPT can quickly generate text based on a given prompt, reducing the time and effort required for 

writing and editing.

2. Knowledge and Understanding: ChatGPT is trained on a vast amount of data and can demonstrate a deep understanding of 

various topics, making it useful for generating text on a wide range of subjects.

3. Versatility: ChatGPT can be used for a variety of writing tasks, including research summaries, abstracts, and journal articles, 

making it a versatile tool for academics.

4. Accessibility: ChatGPT can be easily accessed and used through simple interfaces, such as a website or API, making it readily 

available for use by researchers and academics.

5. Cost-effectiveness: Compared to hiring a professional writer or editor, using ChatGPT is often a more cost-effective option for 

academics who need to generate large amounts of text or complete writing tasks quickly.

However, it is important to note that while ChatGPT can assist with the writing process, the final output still requires careful 

review and revision by an expert in the field to ensure its quality and accuracy.



But, We have to be cautious when using this 
Chatbot.



Many need 
clarification 
about whether 
to use it or 
not..



In the foreseeable future, ChatGPT would have 
the highest number of citations…



Isn't this 
something we 
never dream of?



How do we 
ensure co-author 
approval?



Will this be 
ethical in 
Medical 
Education?



What is the 
policy of 
Elsevier on 
this?



Nature Journals to 
reject any article 
written with 
ChatGPT



Demerits of using ChatGPT for journal paper writing (Roger Montti, Jan 2023)

1. Phrase Usage Makes It Detectable As Non-Human - Quotes and idioms may not be presented accurately

2. ChatGPT Lacks Ability For Expression - Artistic, emotional, and mind-arousing abilities may not be performed well

3. ChatGPT Does Not Produce Insights - does not offer an insight into the topic

4. ChatGPT Is Too Wordy - journals may reject wordy manuscripts

5. ChatGPT Content Is Highly Organized With Clear Logic - easily identifiable by plagiarism checker

6. ChatGPT Is Overly Detailed And Comprehensive - short and sweet concept is absent

7. ChatGPT Lies (Hallucinates Facts) - may be due to inadequate training of algorithms

8. ChatGPT Is Unnatural Because It’s Not Divergent - no ability to think and conclude within the given context

9. ChatGPT Contains A Bias Towards Being Neutral – sometimes, the strong message may not come out

10. ChatGPT Is Biased To Be Formal - sometimes tends to be too formal, which may look artificial

11. ChatGPT Is Still In Training - still in the process of getting it trained



Nature Journals to
reject any article 
written with 
ChatGPT

It is your choice



So, with caution, why not give it a try…



Let’s focus on title of your 

paper first
1. Enter a prompt with key words

2. Ensure that the title you are 

interested is what you have done, if 

not change your prompt to reflect 

what your have done

3. Go and check whether similar ones 

are available with other search 

engines; if yes, change it again to 

make your one unique

4. Or start with your own title



What is our best approach?
1. Decide on the title of your journal paper

2. Focus on each part section separately (Introduction, Methodology..)

3. Remember, ChatGPT is a conversational AI-chatbot so, you have to train it with more chats or prompts

4. Start with simple conversation and then plunge into deep conversation

5. Strike your luck with either American English or British English (E.g., BPA’s persistence vs. persistence 

of BPA)

6. Do not halt your session until you achieve your target

7. If your session gets blocked in the middle of your exercise, you need to commence it again from the 

beginning

8. Let’s give it a try…



Let us try an example on the title “ Occurrence, 
persistence, and ecological risk of BPA in 
surface waters.”



Let’s focus on Introduction section second

1. Ask to provide you with a simple introduction for your title

2. Remember, it does not give you citations or references

3. Then ask the same with citations or references

4. It will definitely give you citations with references to the text

5. But, still, you get only 400–500 words, which is not enough

6. Then ask for the skeleton of your introduction (either from ChatGPT or you give your one)

so that you will plan your paragraphs easily.

7. Ask the same procedure for every keyword of each para



Let’s focus on Introduction section second (Contd.)
8. Still, you may not get enough details, so that you can ask for more elaboration

9. Then if necessary, you can ask for at least two recent citations for every sentence

10. Now your introduction is ready for you to scrutinize

11. Beware of flaws in citations given; need extra efforts to correct them; this drawback is

called hallucination or stochastic parroting effect

12. Once the content is right for you, do the Grammarly checks

13. Finally check for plagiarism

14. You are now done with the Introduction



It is at last your choice



Hallucination or 
stochastic parroting 
examples: How to 
identify

• Read the title with Apple 

Siri

• Copy and paste in google or 

any other search engine



But, you get so me 
facts….



But, you get facts, 
sometimes accurate..

• Type a part of a sentence 

from the introduction in 

google “China found BPA 

concentrations ranging from

0.19 to 3.92 ng/L in surface 

waters.”



How do you come up with paragraphs for your introduction

section

1. Global and local statistics of BPA

2. Why it is a problem?

3. Occurrence of BPA in surface waters and its implications

4. Persistence of BPA and its implications

5. Ecological risk assessment and its significance

6. Insights into the study findings

7. Objectives and justification why your study is important and novelty



Let us try on the introduction part with an 
example on the title “ Occurrence, persistence, 
and ecological risk of BPA in surface waters.” 
using ChatGPT



Let’s focus on Methodology section third

1. Ask to provide you with a simple methodology for your title

2. Remember, it does not give you citations or references

3. Then ask the same with citations or references

4. It will definitely give you citations with references to the text

5. But, still, you get only 400–500 words, which is not enough

6. Then ask for the skeleton of your methodology (either from ChatGPT or you give your one)

so that you will plan your paragraphs easily.

7. Ask the same procedure for every keyword of each para



Let’s focus on the methodology section third(Contd.)
8. Still, you may not get enough details, so that you can ask for more elaboration

9. Then if necessary, you can ask for at least two recent citations for every sentence

10. Now your methodology is ready for you to scrutinize

11. Beware of flaws in citations given; need extra efforts to correct them; this drawback is

called hallucination or stochastic parroting effect

12. Once the content is right for you, do the Grammarly checks

13. Finally check for plagiarism

14. You are now done with the methodology



Let us try on the methodology with an example 
on the title “ Occurrence, persistence, and 
ecological risk of BPA in surface waters.” using 
ChatGPT



You get facts, 
accurate..



You get facts, 
accurate..



Visual plots for BPA 
data: Are you 
familiar with these 
visual plots?



Visual plots for BPA data:
Are you familiar with these
visual plots?

Box plots orWhisker plots:

Lower Extreme – the smallest value in a given dataset. 
Upper Extreme – the highest value in a given dataset. 
Median value – the middle number in the set.
Lower Quartile – below that value, the lower 25% of the data are 
contained.
Upper Quartile – above that value, the upper 25% of the data are 
contained.
“Whiskers” – the lines that extend from the boxes. They are used 
to indicate variability out of the upper and lower quartiles.



Visual plots for BPA data:
Are you familiar with these
visual plots?

Box plots or Whisker plots:

Lower Extreme – the smallest value in a given dataset. 
Upper Extreme – the highest value in a given dataset. 
Median value – the middle number in the set.
Lower Quartile – below that value, the lower 25% of 
the data are contained.
Upper Quartile – above that value, the upper 25% of 
the data are contained.
“Whiskers” – the lines that extend from the boxes. They 
are used to indicate variability out of the upper and 
lower quartiles.



Let’s focus on Results and discussion section fourth

1. Ask to provide you with a simple discussion only for each of your result

2. Remember, it does not give you citations or references

3. Then ask the same with citations or references

4. It will definitely give you citations with references to the text

5. But, still, you get only 400–500 words, which may be enough

6. Ask the same procedure for every keyword of each para



Let’s focus on the discussion section fourth(Contd.)
7. Still, you may not get enough details, so that you can ask for more elaboration

8. Then if necessary, you can ask for at least two recent citations for every sentence

9. Now your discussion part is ready for you to scrutinize

10. Beware of flaws in citations given; need extra efforts to correct them; this drawback is

called hallucination or stochastic parroting effect

11. Once the content is right for you, do the Grammarly checks

12. Finally check for plagiarism

13. You are now done with the discussion part



Let us try on the discussion with an example on 
the title “ Occurrence, persistence, and 
ecological risk of BPA in surface waters.” using 
ChatGPT



What can you infer
from your results to
be considered for the
discussion?



What can you request 
for the discussion 
part based on the 
similar cases 
worldwide?



Let us try on the Graphical abstract with an
example on the title “ Occurrence, persistence,
and ecological risk of BPA in surface waters.”
using DALL-E2



What is DALL-E2



What is DALL-E2



What else you can do ..
1. Prepare recommendation letters

2. Come up with key note speeches

3. Prepare grant proposals

4. Prepare lecture notes

5. Prepare questions and answers

6. Learn novel areas of research

7. Learn how to come out with protocols for research

8. Paraphrase sentences

9. Prepare scientific news letter articles

10 Come up with coding for machine learning algorithms



Thank You
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